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GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR JRN AFFILIATION:
Liners, part 1

Liners are the critical link between the network format and your station, for 
several reasons: (1) They identify your station frequently, so listeners know how 
to correctly fill out their Arbitron diaries.  (2)  Liners promote features and 
benefits of your programming and website, even station promotions and 
events in your market.  (3) They can allow the network talent to go beyond their 
national content and mention your station’s name and dial position, as well as 
what’s happening locally.  That ties them to your market and makes them sound
like your jocks. 

What you need to do:

No missing liners:  How ever you fill the liner slots, be sure that all them are 
filled, so that you avoid dead air -- and maximize the exposure of your brand.

Make sure that you are rotating all the available cuts and utilizing our liner 
updates.  This will minimize repetition.  

Some liners make specific daypart references.  We take advantage of this 
because there are some limitations on what we can say on the network, since we
currently serve four different time zones.  We provide instructions on how to 
correctly daypart liners and mix them with generic cuts.

Most affiliates choose to have each jock voice some of the liners, 
particularly legal ID’s and return liners.  But this will sound bad unless you are 
committed to following our jock schedule.  The schedule doesn’t change often,
but when it does you’ll need to make an adjustment.  This is critical because the 
jocks actually give their names in some of the liners, since the whole idea is to 
connect the network talent to your market.  If you don’t feel that you have the 
staff to manage this properly, your station can opt to use only the image voice.  
We will send you an email whenever there is a change in the jock schedule, 
which is also posted at www.jonesradio.net.

Allow JRN ample lead time for time-sensitive liners.  This is especially true if 
all the jocks will be doing them.  Requests for the image voice can be turned 
around more quickly, so that’s an option if you’re in a rush, even as a temporary 
measure.  

http://www.jonesradio.net/


Unless you select your own station voice, Keith Riker is your image voice.  He 
will do any liners not being done by every jock, including the Sweep B liners and 
ID tags.

We don’t live in your market, but we must sound like we do.  Please provide 
us with pronunciations for anything that is even remotely uncertain. 

When submitting liner copy, timing is everything.  Smooth Jazz liners are all 
exact length, since they fill a “hole” in the network programming, rather than just 
playing over a record intro.  We already spend a lot of hours editing and timing 
out liners before they go to the talent.  So you can help us out by (1) indicating on
the script what type (and length) the liner is, and (2) reading the copy out loud 
when timing it, using a relaxed, conversational delivery.  If you need a digital 
timer, there’s one you can “try before you buy” and evaluate without time limit at 
www.stopwatch-timer.com.  I utilize the second hand on the nifty “Chameleon” 
clock and calendar that fits in the tray at the bottom of your screen.  Visit 
www.softshape.com/software/desktop/chamclock/features/.  Finally (3) 
remember that liners usually should be crafted to end with your station name 
or website address, since virtually all of them lead into music.

Here’s a brief rundown of all four liner categories:             

Legal ID’s (7 seconds):  Fired by relay 13 each hour at :59:53.  FCC rules 
require that your call letters are followed by your city of license.  Most affiliates 
match up legals with the jock schedule.  The legal ID’s air inside the 30-minute 
music sweep.  There’s one exception -- if you are going into a morning newscast 
at the top of the hour, you’ll want a modified morning drive selection of legals that
don’t directly promote music.

Sweep liners (or B liners) (5 seconds):  Fired by relay 2 between songs, 4 to 5 
times an hour.  These are done by the station voice and reinforce your music 
image.  We offer generic cuts, as well as cuts that mention the daypart, plus 
holiday cuts for this time of the year.  Within each daypart you should create a 
mix of all the generic sweep liners plus the appropriate dayparted (and 
holiday) cuts.

ID tags (4.5 seconds):  Fired by relay 4, typically 5 times hour.  These are done 
by the station voice and air over a musical stager on the network, often following 
a jock’s break, or as the tag on a produced sweeper playing between songs on 
the network.  In the future they will also be used to tag promos that air on the 
network.  Since they may be preceded by other imaging copy, the ID tags must 
be basic station ID’s (“WXJZ... Gainesville’s Smooth Jazz, 100.9”).
 
Return liners (10 seconds):  These are fired by relay 3 following each local 
option stopset, 3 to 4 times an hour.  Most affiliates match up returns with the 
jock schedule, and most will have some dayparted scripts.  Many jocks will 
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provide sets for more than one daypart, particularly if they do weekend shows.  In
setting these up in your system, you probably want these people to appear as 
two jocks.  Example: “Loni Taylor evening” and “Loni Taylor weekend.”

We recommend that you often substitute return liners promoting what’s going 
on at your station or in your town.  They tie the network talent to your market.  
One obvious topic is your website (including “what’s playing now,” the Online 
Music Panel, and streaming).  Also promote any syndicated programming you 
carry each weekend, as well as other local features.

Next month: taking your return liners to the next level with “event returns.” 


